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SUN TEP sponsor of San Marino Pavilion
at  Expo Dubai 2020

Suntep, a company specialized in optimization of energy consumption
located in Dogana San Marino, officially became a sponsor of San Marino
Pavilion. The agreement has been subscribed by the CEO of Suntep Luca
Crippa and the Commissioner General for Expo Mauro Maiani.

Suntep is a medium-sized enterprise which joined San marino Innovation
Hub in August 2018. Its mission is to provide a detailed analysis of the
energy consumption of their devices and infrastructures, suggesting how
to make your business sustainable.

Smart home and smart city are key concepts for this company which
appears on the market with reliable and stable technology, ready for a
sustainable future.

Suntep develops software translatable into computer codes, to better
manage the energy consumption of the hardware, for a wide range of
electronic devices.

“Expo Dubai represents for Suntep an important showcase” – says Luca
Crippa about the partnership with San marino pavilion – “Our customers
are mostly based in South-East Asia. For the future we aim to reach other
markets such as the European one and the United States market. Through
Expo we hope to make our reality known to a wider audience that is willing
to reach a smart and sustainable consumption”.

General Commissioner Mauro Maiani about the agreement affirms “I am
glad to welcome to our sponsors, a company that is committed to saving
energy and oriented to a green future. Expo Dubai and the Opportunity
District where San Marino pavilion is located, will be a platform for
amazing and important exchanges between the most important
responsible for environmental and social sustainable development.

It represents a great opportunity for raising public awareness on this
important theme”.
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